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Chapter 2171 Rematch With Demon King Chen Yu 

Emperor Bai was in golden armour and stood there in the space in front of the blood-red formation. He 

had reached the fighting power of a stage four great emperor.He displayed his terrifying combat power 

and suppressed everything around. 

It was extremely difficult for Kaiser Blood to stop Emperor Bai alone, hence Lord Fen had stepped up to 

help him. 

Lord Fen was surrounded in a special aura which allowed it to have peak stage three great emperor 

fighting power. It seemed that he had cast a secret skill which allowed him to stop Emperor Bai together 

with Kaiser Blood. 

Even though Emperor Bai was powerful, he could not spare any attention to attack the Opposing Blood 

Formation. 

The Opposing Blood Formation was running slowly as its radius increased slowly. 

Jian Wushuang and everyone around noticed this. 

“Emperor Bai was stopped. We need to find a way to stop the Opposing Blood Formation.” Ancestor 

Tian Chen said. 

“Tian Chen, do you still have the Emperor Token?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Emperor Token?” Ancestor Tian Chen was stunned. 

The emperor token that contained the power of an attack by Emperor Bai? 

“We used two just now to save some lives against the experts from Three Emperors World who went 

into the demonic state. We are only left with one.” Ancestor Tian Chen said. 

“Pass me the last Emperor Token.” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Roger.” Ancestor Tian Chen nodded his head. 

The final Emperor Token was passed to Jian Wushuang. 

“Be careful.” Ancestor Tian Chen warned. 

“Yes. All of you should take this time to recover.” Jian Wushuang said. 

Abysmal Saint Master, Ancestor Tian Chen, Underworld God and the remaining experts nodded their 

heads. 

Even they as great emperors were severely injured after the self-destruction of the great emperors from 

the Three Emperors World. 

Even though they had already drunk elixirs, it was impossible to reach their peak again in a short period 

of time. 



However, their peak fighting power was not needed. All that was needed was their normal fighting 

power. 

There were more than two thousand experts and several great emperors. A stage three great emperor 

also could not stop so many experts if they allied together. 

Jian Wushuang held the emperor token in his hand and felt the terrifying power inside. 

“Jian Yi, lets go!” Jian Wushuan moved. 

Jian Yi followed him closely. 

Both of them speeded forward. They were not headed to the battlefield Emperor Bai, Kaiser Blood and 

Lord Fen were in. They skirted the area and headed for the Opposing Blood Formation. 

The Opposing Blood Formation was their target. 

Even though Jian Wushuang did not know where the formation originated or its functions, he was 

becoming more and more uncertain as the Opposing Blood Formation continued to run. 

No matter what, this Opposing Blood Formation had to be destroyed! 

Right when Jian Wushuang moved, Demon King Chen Yu rushed over immediately. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Two figures burst forth. 

They were Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su. Leng Ruxue stood there motionless and was not moving. 

“Jian Wushuang, if you want to destroy the formation, you will have to pass through me.” Demon King 

Chen Yu yelled as he attacked Jian Wushuang. 

Ba Su stared at Jian Wushuang with emotions raging through his eyes. He wanted to kill Jian Wushuang 

as badly as Demon King Chen Yu did. 

Jian Wushuang ordered Jian Yi to stop them immediately. 

“You opponent is me.” Jian Yi stopped Ba Su in his tracks and said coldly. 

“A mere stage two great emperors dares to stop me? Die!” Ba Su yelled as he started his fight with Jian 

Yi. 

Jian Yi used all of his might to stop Ba Su. 

In terms of realm, he was at a disadvantage. 

Ba Su was a legitimate stage three great emperor. Even though he had barely made it into stage three 

and was not powerful compared to his peers, he was still much stronger than any stage two great 

emperor. 

On the other hand, Jian Yi was just a peak stage two great emperor. 



However, Jian Yi came from the Ancient Past and knew certain special techniques. He could not be 

compared to any stage two great emperors.Even though he was completely suppressed by Ba Su, if it 

was not possible to kill in within a short period of time. 

Jian Yi kept Ba Su occupied as Jian Wushuang focused his attention on Demon King Chen Yu. 

“Jian Wushuang, you will not advance anymore since I am here.” Demon King Chen Yu erupted in size as 

eight arms grew out of his body. 

Each of his arms held a different type of divine weapon. 

“What a joke.” Jian Wushuang mocked Demon King Chen Yu. 

The first time he fought Demon King Chen Yu, Demon King Chen Yu was far stronger than him. All he 

could do was to run away. 

The second time they fought at the Heaven Repairing Palace, he was only at a slight disadvantage. 

He was slightly stronger than Demon King Chen Yu when they fought at the Imperial City for the third 

time. 

But now, this was their fourth time… Jian Wushuang had managed to control the legitimate Hong Jun 

Golden Sword and hence was even stronger than before. 

Furthermore, he no longer needed to hide certain techniques and could use them. 

“Piss off!” Jian Wushuang yelled as he cast Blast Rainstorm using his Blood Mountain Sword. 

As the sword light appeared, the seven Hong Jun Golden Swords burst forth at the same time. 

Seven golden beams flew incredibly quickly and each had the power of an attack by a stage three great 

emperor. 

Demon King Chen Yu swung one of his arms and just managed to block the sword lights. Right then, the 

seven Hong Jun Golden Sword appeared in front of him. 

“Humph!” Demong King Chen Yu grunted as all of his arms swung the weapons they were holding 

outwards. 

Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! 

Following seven loud collisions, the terrifying force pushed Demon King Chen Yu back. 

“This brat. Did the power of his Hong Jun Golden Swords really get stronger?” Demon King Chen Yu 

knitted his eyebrows and thought. 

In the next moment, the seven Hong Jun Golden Swords which he had deflected away trembled in mid-

air before they dashed towards him once again. 

The speed was the same as before. 

“Damn it!.” Demon King Chen Yu cursed. 



He knew about the power of the Hong Jun Golden Swords. They were incredibly fast and powerful. He 

knew clearly that Jian Wushuang could beat him in a head-on fight just by using these seven swords. 

Furthermore, Jian Wushuang possessed incredible close combat abilities and swordsmanship. 

Chapter 2172 Golden Light Scripture 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!The seven Hong Jun Golden Sword 

turned into golden light and striked out at its target once more. 

Jian Wushuang fully used his sword principle combined with the terrifying speed and power of the Hong 

Jun Golden Sword. 

This completely suppressed Demon King Chen Yu. 

He tried his best to fight back, but realised he could not even take a breather as the seven Hong Jun 

Golden Sword attacked him over and over again. 

Jian Wushuang had a cold look. During the battle, he was paying close attention to the changes in 

Demon King Chen Yu. 

“About there.” A flash of intense emotions flashed across Jian Wushuang’s eyes. 

Immediately, he slashed out once again with his sword. 

Demon King Chen Yu used a bat in one of his hands to block this sword. 

Right when he deflected the sword, he realised that Jian Wushuang’s eyes had released an eerie light. 

Within Jian Wushuang’s body, the Soul Swallowing Pearl that he had refined long ago started to churn 

crazily. 

A surging soul power gathered, and was amplified by the Soul Swallowing Pearl before it burst forth 

towards Demon King Chen Yu. 

All he saw was a bolt of golden light flying towards him. 

This flash of golden light was not made of Hong Jun Golden Sword. It was the result of Jian Wushuang 

channeling his soul power to cast a soul attack secret skill. 

Jian Wushuang used the soul attack secret skill he had received from Emperor God Jue Xian… Three 

Divine Lights! 

Three Divine Lights was separated into three scriptures: Golden Light Scripture, Foggy Light Scripture 

and Nether Light Scripture. 

Jian Wushuang cast a single target secret skill from the Golden Light Scripture! 

This beam of golden light was too fast and originated too close to Demon King Chen Yu. 

Even Demon King Chen Yu found it difficult to react to the attack. By the time he reacted, the golden 

light had entered his body. 

“This is… soul attack?” Demon King Chen Yu turned pale. 



He never knew that Jian Wushuang could cast soul attack. 

This was normal. Ever since Jian Wushuang became an almighty, he had never casted any soul attack. 

Even after his soul power had skyrocketed after refining the Soul Swallowing Pearl and obtaining 

powerful soul attack secret skill, he had hidden it carefully. 

It was because a soul attack at the great emperor level could turn the tide of any battle. 

Jian Wushuang had planned to cast his soul attack secret skill on the masses and kill many of the experts 

from the Three Emperors World in order to gain an advantage for his own forces. He had not expected 

that the experts from the Three Emperors World would enter the demonic state and start killing 

everything around them crazily. His soul attack had no use at all. 

Now that all of the ordinary almighty from the Three Emperors World and great emperors were dead, 

there was no longer the need for him to hide his soul attack secret skill anymore. Hence, he cast it 

straight away. 

Back when Jian Wushuang had been refining the Soul Swallowing Pearl, his soul power had skyrocketed 

and reached the peak of a stage one great emperor. He could even threaten stage two great emperors 

with his soul attacks alone. 

After he returned to Sanctuary Alliance, he had continued to take in different types of elixir and other 

treasures, allowing his soul power to reach the level of a stage two great emperor. 

His soul attack now was completely unmatched! 

“Is that .. a holy object?” At the same time that Jian Wushuang cast his soul attack, Ba Su was shocked, 

before turning devious. “Bastard. This brat managed to refine the holy object? How is this possible?” 

“How can he refine the holy object in such a short amount of time?” Ba Su looked at Jian Wushuang 

incredulously. 

The soul attack Jian Wushuang had cast contained the aura of the Soul Swallowing Pearl that had 

originated from the Sky Swallowing Clan. 

Under the sudden intrusion by the golden light, Demon King Chen Yu found it extremely difficult to 

defend against the soul attack. 

He stopped in mid-air and trembled. His face was twisted with excruciating pain. 

Jian Wushuang took this chance and headed towards the Opposing Blood Formation. 

Demon King Chen Yu could not stop him this time. 

“This formation poses a great threat to the forces of the Eternal Chaotic World. Let me destroy it!” Jian 

Wushuang thought as a terrifying sword essence was felt. 

This sword essence was utmost and upmost. 

Right then, he morphed into an emperor. 

He held the Emperor’s Sword. Instantly, sword light rained down on the formation. 



Emperor Sword Principle, second style. 

Boom! 

The terrifying sword light struck the blood red formation under the clear view of the experts from the 

Eternal Chaotic World. 

Immediately, the large amounts of sword light collided with the formation and tried to twist it into 

powder. 

Moments later, the sword light dissipated. 

When everyone looked over again, they realised the formation had merely stopped running for a 

moment before continuing expanding. 

“My attacks are useless?” Jian Wushuang squinted his eyes, unsurprised. 

This Opposing Blood Formation had taken Kaiser Blood a very long time to create. He had sacrificed the 

lives of many experts just to get the formation running. When it finally started to run, he knew it would 

be extremely difficult to stop the formation. 

Jian Wushuang took a step forward and shattered the emperor’s token in his hands. 

Once the emperor token shattered, the limitless energy burst forth towards the formation under the 

guidance of Jian Wushuang. 

Boom~~~ It felt like the world was ending. 

The terrifying power impacted the Opposing Blood Formation continuously. 

The aura was many times stronger than the second style of Emperor Sword Principle. 

Emperor Token had been handmade by Emperor Bai. 

The power within the Emperor Token was equivalent to one attack by Emperor Token. 

An attack by Emperor Bai was clearly much stronger than an attack by Jian Wushuang. 

The aura continued to spread in all directions. 

Around the battlefield, the experts from the Eternal Chaotic World, including Jian Wushuang himself, 

stared into the blood-red formation. 

Everyone had hope in their hearts. 

“Will this formation be destroyed?” Jian Wushuang thought grimly. 

Hum~~~ A long hum was heard as the aura and divine power dissipated and everyone could see the 

space once again. 

In space, the Opposing Blood Formation was still running. 

It seemed that an attack from Emperor Bai had not managed to disrupt the running of this formation. 

Chapter 2173 Blood Red 



“It failed.”Looking at the perfectly running formation, the experts from the Eternal Chaotic World fell 

silent. 

Jian Wushuang also knitted his eyebrows and did not want to believe what he was seeing. 

Right then… 

“Jian Wushuang!”A loud yell came from the surrounding space. It was Demon King Chen Yu, who had 

managed to break free from the soul attack and appeared behind Jian Wushuang. 

Demon King Chen Yu’s eyes were burning with anger as he roared at Jian Wushuang. “Brat, if it weren’t 

for the restrictions this heaven and earth has on my soul power, do you think your soul attack could 

affect me?” 

He was one of the remaining experts from the Ancient Past. 

His realm was far above the Chaotic Realm. However, due to the restrictions the heaven and earth had, 

his power had been restricted to that of an ordinary peak great emperor. 

The restrictions this heaven and earth had was not just on power. It also had restrictions on the soul 

power and holy body. 

This was why Emperor Bai could hurt him and Jian Wushuang could affect him with his soul attack. 

If he had been at his prime, Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang could not have done any harm to him even 

if he just stood there. 

Demon King Chen Yu stared at Jian Wushuang angrily, while the latter did not even bother to look at 

him. 

Jian Wushuang was still staring at the Opposing Blood Formation. 

“Even the attack from Emperor Bai himself could not affect this Opposing Blood Formation. The only 

way possible to destroy this formation was to allow Emperor Bai to attack this formation with full force 

without any distractions.” 

“However, Emperor Bai was preoccupied by Kaiser Blood and Lord Fen. He cannot focus on the 

formation.” 

“If I use that move, I might be able to destroy the formation. But that move…” Jian Wushuang thought 

grimly. 

He had several trump cards. One of the trump cards was the Secret Skills of Star Palace. 

He had managed to cultivate the third scroll of Secret Skills of Star Palace. He could make his attacks a 

thousand times stronger. 

With his current power level, he could destroy the formation if he used the Secret Skills of Star Palace 

and Emperor Sword Principle as this would enable his attacks to be even more powerful than those of 

Emperor Bai. 

However… he had just used Secret Skills of Star Palace not too long ago! 



He had used the secret skill back at the Imperial City within the Three Emperors World. That was about a 

hundred years ago. 

It was not easy to cast Secret Skills of Star Palace, especially the third scroll. He needed a thousand years 

before he could cast the same secret skill again. 

WIthin the short hundred years, he had yet to recover much star power, hence was unable to use this 

secret skill. 

Hence, this was not a possibility anymore. 

On the other side of the battlefield, Emperor Bai, Kaiser Blood and Lord Fen stopped fighting. 

Kaiser Blood and Lord Fen were not in good condition. On the other hand, Emperor Bai was still ready to 

go. 

“Jian Wushuang? This brat really has many trump cards. He has already displayed many techniques and 

skills. I never thought he would still have the soul attack trick up his sleeve. Even Demon King Chen Yu 

could not fend it off in a short amount of time.” Kaiser Blood turned and looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“Luckily, the Opposing Blood Formation absorbed so much blood qi from the experts that it became very 

sturdy. He does not possess the ability and power to destroy the formation. He almost ruined my plan.” 

Emperor Bai looked dark. 

He kept everything Jian Wushuang did in mind. 

Jian Wushuang had done everything almost perfectly: he had cast soul attack at the right time and 

created a chance for him to attack the Opposing Blood Formation. 

However, when he saw that the attack from the emperor token he had created causing no damage to 

the formation, his heart sank. 

“Kaiser Blood, what are you trying to do?” Emperor Bai yelled. 

“Do you want to know? Very well, I shall let you see.” 

“The formation is about ready. Time to start.” Kaiser Blood laughed coldly. 

“It’s starting?” Lord Leng and Demon King Chen Yu looked excited. 

“Haha. Opposing Blood Formation, start!” Kaiser Blood laughed as his voice reverberated through the 

battlefield. 

Under his guidance, the formation started to rise and float towards the sky above. 

Seeing this, Jian Wushuang’s heart sank as he felt even more uncertain of what was about to happen. 

Sadly, he could not do anything about it. 

There was no way he could stop the Opposing Blood Formation. 

Even Emperor Bai was helpless in this situation. 

Emperor Bai had already attacked, but Kaiser Blood and Lord Fen stopped him together. 



The experts from the Eternal Chaotic World were all weak and had almost no fighting power in them. 

All they could do was watch the Opposing Blood Formation rise up into the sky. 

Finally, the Opposing Blood Formation reached the top of the sky. Within moments, it fused with the 

sky. 

“This formation fused with heaven and earth?” The experts were all confused. 

Jian Wushuang knitted his eyebrows tightly. 

When he used his Mountain River Map, it was too fused with heaven and earth. 

However, this formation was completely different from the Mountain River Map. 

After this Opposing Blood Formation fused into the heaven and earth, it completely disappeared, only 

leaving a small, blood-red vortex in the middle of the sky. 

Just when everyone was confused… 

From the small vortex, a surging blood-red light swept out in all directions. 

This blood-red light was like an endless river as it spread out in all directions. 

WIthin moments, the entire sky of the Blood Emperor Sanctuary Grounds was completely covered, but 

the spreading did not stop. 

This was not the end. In fact, this was just the beginning. 

The blood-red river did not face any obstructions as it spread to all the territories and regions outside of 

the Blood Emperor Sanctuary Ground. 

Three Emperors World, twelve states, eighty four god mansion and three thousand three hundred 

territories. How far and wide could it spread? 

As the river spread, every single territory, region and state was covered by it. 

Within moments, this river filled every corner of the Three Emperors World. 

The entire Three Emperors World turned blood-red! 

Chapter 2174 Frenzy under the Crimson Ligh 

The sudden change of events rocked the entire Three Emperors World.“What is happening?” 

“The sky turned red!” 

“Crimson Light covers the sky, this is not a good sign.” 

Countless Three Emperors World cultivators looked up towards the sky. 

The sky was completely blanketed in a layer of crimson light, as if it were wearing a red robe. 

The Crimson Light was extremely seductive as well. 



Within the Blood Emperor Sanctuary Grounds. 

“The chap’s Crimson Light covered the entire Three Emperors World?” 

“What is this Kaiser Blood thinking?” Ancestor Tian Chen said. 

The Eternal Chaotic World army had purged a bulk of the Three Emperors World, but many of their 

experts remained to watch what had happened. 

He knew first-hand about the Crimson Light covering the entire Three Emperors World. 

Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang’s faces were darkened at the sight of it. 

They were increasingly uneasy. 

For that Kaiser Blood, with that devious smile of his, no one knew what he was thinking. 

“Haha, the slaughter commences,” Kaiser Blood said coldly. 

Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang’s face darkened. 

The two of them looked around their surroundings but did not notice any difference. 

But somewhere within the Three Emperors World… 

At a village deep in the mountains of a normal domain. 

. 

A braided girl, aged around eleven or twelve, was staring at the sky above her. 

“Daddy, look, the sky changed colour, it changed colour,” the little girl said. 

A plain-robed, middle-aged man walked out of the hut behind the girl, puzzled by what she was looking 

at. 

“What is this?” the middle-aged man murmured. His gaze started to change. 

At that moment, the girl beside him turned and bit the man’s torso. 

The middle-aged man could not avoid it; a chunk of his flesh was bitten off. 

“Hong-er, what are you doing?” the middle-aged man shouted in pain. 

And then he realised – his daughter’s face was completely twisted. Her bright eyes were no more, for 

they had turned bloodshot, full of mania. She pounced on the middle-aged man once again. 

As if she had lost her mind. 

The middle-aged man’s pupils were turning crimson red as well. Not long after, the man started fighting 

to the death with his daughter. 

Soon, he had killed the girl with his own bare hands. 

Afterwards, the frenzied man pounced on others. 



He had lost his mind. 

And it was not just him. The entire village had lost their minds. 

They were slaughtering each other. 

They had completely lost their sanity, slaughtering everyone at sight. 

The once peaceful village was now bleeding. 

At another prosperous domain. 

The domain contained many many families, the strongest of them was the Duan Mu family. 

The Duan Mu family had many experts – almost twenty Chaotic Realm experts. But as the battle 

between the Eternal Chaotic World erupted, the Chaotic Realm experts had all lost. All that remained 

were the Real Gods and Sector Gods. 

Even the Chaotic Real Gods were gone due to the Eternal Chaotic World’s raid. 

The experts of most families were now generally Eternal Real Gods. 

Despite that, the Duan Mu family was still regarded as the king of the domain. 

At that very moment, the Real Gods of the Duan Mu family had gathered to watch the sky above. 

“Something’s wrong,” the purple-robed elder murmured. 

The purple-robed elder was a pinnacle Eternal Real God, now considered the strongest within the 

family. 

“Not the sky, something’s wrong with that crimson light,” another Eternal Real God beside him 

murmured. 

Suddenly… 

“My lord!” 

“My lord!” A panicked Void Real God rushed over. 

The Void Real God’s eyes were bloodshot. 

“What happened?” the purple-robed elder frowned. 

“My lord, the clan is in a mess! The disciples have started slaughtering one another, many of them are 

already dead,” the Void Real God said. 

“What?” the purple-robed elder and others were taken aback. 

“Come, let’s go see!” he said. But by the time the purple-robed elder reached the scene, he drew a cold 

breath. 

Duan Mu family was in a bloodbath! 

Countless disciples, including the servants, were engaged in the slaughter. 



The slaughter saw no friend nor foe – everyone was simply killing one another. There were several Duan 

Mu disciples that charged towards them as well. 

“They’ve all gone mad!” the purple-robed elder was bawling. His eyes were turning red as well. 

At that moment, the Void Real God that had delivered the message had turned as well. Without 

hesitation, he charged towards the elder. 

“Damn it!” the purple-robed elder had made his move as well. 

As the Duan Mu family Real Gods entered the battle, the slaughter only turned more intense. 

All the Duan Mu family Real Gods had fallen, including the purple-robed elder. 

They were surrounded by endless slaughter. 

It did not just happen to the Duan Mu family, but every single corner of the Three Emperors World. 

The crimson light covered the entire Three Emperors World. 

Under the crimson light, every single domain and cultivator under the Three Emperors World had lost 

their sanity and joined in the slaughter. 

The Crimson Light was glaring, which made it even more attractive. 

The Three Emperors World, under the Crimson Light, had instantly turned into a hell on earth! 

Chapter 2175 Hell on Earth! 

“Insane!”“They have lost their minds!” 

“The Three Emperors World people have all lost it, killing everyone in sight!” 

“There are so many dead. Countless cultivators in my city have slaughtered each other. All are dead!” 

The messages were being sent to Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai as soon as they could. 

With the Crimson Light covering the Three Emperors World, countless cultivators – Real God or Sector 

God – could not resist it. Being powerful simply slowed the time of transformation. 

But the Crimson Light barely affected the Almighties, and the Almighties of the Three Emperors World 

were not affected either. 

But they saw what the Three Emperors World experts had done. 

“Assholes!” Emperor Bai shouted. 

“Worse than dogs!” Jian Wushuang had his eyes dead on Kaiser Blood. He had never wanted to kill 

another so badly in his life. 

He had already witnessed Kaiser Blood sacrificing all those experts for his own personal objective – 

activating the Opposing Blood Formation. 

That alone disgusted Jian Wushuang and the others. 



But what Kaiser Blood was doing outdid everything else. 

Previously, he was only targeting the Chaotic Realm and above experts. But now Kaiser Blood’s claws 

have stretched to all the Cultivators within the Three Emperors World. 

Most of them were weak, innocent cultivators. 

But there were millions and millions of them. 

Amongst the normal cultivators were newly-born infants and strong-willed youths. 

Even Jian Wushuang treated the enemy with mercy, only taking out the high-level experts of the Three 

Emperors World. The Eternal Chaotic World had no intention of attacking anyone below Chaotic Real 

God. 

Even the enemies treated them with mercy. 

But, as the leader of the Three Emperors World, Kaiser Blood’s actions had sincerely enraged Jian 

Wushuang and the others! 

With the Crimson Light covering the Three Emperors World, countless cultivators were slaughtering 

each other, the Three Emperors World had turned into a hell on earth! 

Such demonic measures! 

“If I took down Kaiser Blood now, would the formation stop?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“No way,” Emperor Bai shook his head. “The formation is already in place, the cultivators have all turned 

into demons. Even if we took down Kaiser Blood now, there would be no way to save the cultivators 

anymore.” 

Nothing would change even if the formation stopped. 

Furthermore, it was easier said than done, taking down Kaiser Blood. 

If Emperor Bai could have, he would have done it already. 

“If I had destroyed the Opposing Blood Formation earlier…” Jian Wushuang’s face sunk in despair. 

He had tried his best. 

But despite all efforts, he had failed. 

Emperor Bai took a deep breath, but he was much calmer than Jian Wushuang. 

Emperor Bai was an expert from the First Era – he had seen much worse than Jian Wushuang. 

He had witnessed too many disasters in his lifetime. 

When the First Era collapsed, countless Cultivators fell. That was much scarier than what was happening 

in the Three Emperors World. 

Emperor Bai had seen it all. 



Even though he felt pity for what was happening in the Three Emperors World, it was no more than 

that. 

In front, Kaiser Blood, Lord Fen, Demon King Chen Yu, Leng Ruxue and Ba Su stood side by side. 

Amongst the five, Kaiser Blood, Lord Fen and Demon King Chen Yu had no pity for the cultivators of the 

Three Emperors World at all. 

Leng Ruxue had that wicked smile on her face still. 

Ba Su was petrified however, and he even regretted joining the Three Emperors World forces at that 

moment. Even though the Three Emperors World made him more powerful, the things Kaiser Blood and 

the rest had done scared him. 

“Kaiser Blood, how is the progress?” Lord Fen asked casually. 

“It is going as expected. No cultivator below Chaotic Realm can resist it, and have all started slaughtering 

each other.” 

“The more they slaughter, the more Blood Qi they offer to me. About thirty percent of the cultivators 

have died already,” Kaiser Blood was smiling deviously as if the thirty percent were no more than ants to 

him. 

“Thirty percent? How’s the Blood Qi then?” Lord Fen followed. 

“Not bad, once they all die, the Blood Qi should be enough,” Kaiser Blood said. 

The Opposing Blood Formation was a sinister formation he had spent ages crafting. 

The energy source of the formation was boundless Blood Qi. 

How had he gained it? 

From the endless slaughter of others. 

When the cultivators of the Three Emperors World self-destructed, the Blood Qi he gained from them 

helped him to get the Formation working. 

But that was only the beginning. 

If Kaiser Blood wanted to truly activate the formation, he needed much more Blood Qi. 

That was how the Crimson Light had started to cover the entire Three Emperors World. 

The endless slaughter brought boundless Blood Qi for the formation. 

“Hmm?” 

“Forty percent,” Kaiser Blood said. 

That was only a moment after. 

It only took a moment of time to turn from thirty to forty percent? 

How many millions of cultivators had died in that instant? 



How terrifying was that, that speed? 

“Die!” Only one word came from his mouth. 

So much rage and anger could be felt from within his sentence. 

“Kill them all,” Jian Wushuang was equally pumped up. 

They could not stop the formation, but they would not stand back. 

… 

Chapter 2176 A Little More! 

Another great battle had begun.The battle was not only fought by Jian Wushuang, Emperor Bai and Jian 

Yi. 

After composing themselves, the Eternal Chaotic World experts used all methods they knew. 

Everyone linked up and swore to kill the Three Emperors World leaders. 

Kaiser Blood and the others naturally resisted to the best of their abilities. 

But even as the battle began, the Opposing Blood Formation could not be shut down. 

“Fifty per cent…” 

“Sixty per cent…” 

“Oh, seventy per cent.” 

Kaiser Blood smiled, he was consistently mentioning it as he fought Emperor Bai. 

Every time he spoke, the faces of Jian Wushuang and others darkened. 

An hour passed. 

Within the hour, Emperor Bai tried to attack the Void above, straight for the formation’s core where the 

crimson spiral was. Unfortunately, he was unable to slow it down. 

One leader of the Three Emperors World, Leng Ruxue, stood from afar, they did not fight back. 

Lord Fen, Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su were severely wounded under the combined attack of 

Emperor Bai, Jian Wushuang, Abysmal Saint Master, Underworld God and others. 

Especially Lord Fen. He had already used up special methods in order to activate his pinnacle Third Stage 

fighting power. Now, Emperor Bai found an opportunity to hit him hard, and he ended up severely 

wounded. 

Kaiser Blood was suppressed by Emperor Bai but was not truly injured. 

“Kaiser Blood, is it not done?” Lord Fen shouted. He was at his limit. 

If it were to drag on any longer, he could be wiped out by Emperor Bai. 



“It is done. All life should be wiped out, except for the Chaotic Realm experts,” Kaiser Blood smiled. 

His smile was like a light breeze, but everyone around him was completely shocked. 

“Dead? Everything?” Jian Wushuang murmured. He was trembling. 

His days of cultivating had not been long and he had not witnessed many destructive scenes. 

Even though the Dark Millstone had crushed countless nations and cultivators of the Three Emperors 

World back then, 

Jian Wushuang had not seen it for himself – it was through a projected image. 

But this time, although he had not witnessed the slaughters with his own eyes, he felt it personally. 

It lasted for almost an hour. 

Countless cultivators of the Three Emperors World died in suffering. 

Jian Wushuang could not accept it. 

Yet the Three Emperors World leaders were elated. 

“All dead? What about the formation’s Blood Qi? How’s that going?” 

Lord Fen, Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su were beside Kaiser Blood. Lord Fen and Demon King Chen Yu 

were waiting with anticipation. 

“A pity, the Blood Qi. Less than what we had expected,” Kaiser Blood said. 

“Less?” Lord Fen’s face changed. 

“What then?” 

“We have killed almost all creatures in the Three Emperors World, the only way to obtain more Blood Qi 

is to take down those Eternal Chaotic World experts. But from the looks of it, it’ll be tough…” Demon 

King Chen Yu frowned. 

They were already at a disadvantage. At that juncture, it was almost impossible to bring any more harm 

to the Eternal Chaotic World experts. 

“It’s hard, so what I am about to do may put you all on the spot,” Kaiser Blood said suddenly. 

Lord Fen froze, and his pupils shrank sharply. 

Before Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su could react. the two divine beasts were already on those two 

bloody palms. 

Those two bloody palms smacked Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su directly on their foreheads. Their 

abilities were far inferior to those of the Kaiser Blood, and they had sustained severe injuries, and were 

not prepared at all. 

Peng! 

Peng! 



Two groans rose at the same time. Their heads were shattered by the shock without a trace of struggle, 

and soon turned quiet. 

Lord Fen, realising what he had seen, rushed to the Void beside. 

“Haha, trying to escape?” 

“No way,” Kaiser Blood laughed, and those bloody palms came for Lord Fen. 

“Kaiser Blood…you…” Lord Fen’s face changed. 

He had never expected Kaiser Blood to do something to them. 

Sacrificing their lives for more Blood Qi? 

Lord Fen struggled at the sight of the palm. 

But after an hour of fighting, Lord Fen’s aura was the weakest. 

Kaiser Blood used everything he had with his endless blood power against Lord Fen, binding him. Lord 

Fen had no chance of escape. 

“No!” 

A hysterical growl came from Lord Fen. 

Lord Fen struggled in despair, eyes fixated on Kaiser Blood. 

In the end, he was killed ruthlessly by Kaiser Blood. 

In the blink of an eye, Lord Fen, Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su were all dead. They were all Third Stage 

Great Emperors, naturally, their Blood Qi was richer. 

The Blood Qi had been completely absorbed. 

“This…” Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai watched everything in horror. 

They had never expected Kaiser Blood to be that ruthless. 

After sacrificing all their experts from all over the Three Emperors World, 

Had he killed his own fellow leaders for more Blood Qi? 

Ba Su meant the least to him amongst the three. 

But Lord Fen and Demon King Chen Yu had followed him from the Ancient Era all the way, they were his 

companions. 

But in order to fully accumulate the Blood Qi needed, he had killed his companions ruthlessly. 

“Lunatic!” Emperor Bai raged. 

“Oh no!” Jian Wushuang’s face changed. 



There was one more leader of the Three Emperors World who Kaiser Blood had not laid his hands on 

yet. 

It was Leng Ruxue! 

Now, after cutting down Lord Fen, Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su, he appeared in front of Leng Ruxue. 

Chapter 2177 Blood Emperor 

Leng Ruxue stood silently at the edge of the battlefield. 

She had yet to make her move since the battle had begun. 

After Kaiser Blood slayed Lord Fen, Demon King Chen Yu and Ba Su, he was heading for her. Leng 

Ruxue’s face darkened but showed no sign of retreat. 

Xiu! 

Kaiser Blood appeared in front of Leng Ruxue, his crimson eyes staring straight through her. 

“You intend to take me as well, Lord Kaiser Blood?” Leng Ruxue’s voice was indifferent as she raised her 

head. 

As she raised her head, a special mark appeared between her brows. Her pupils turned white, with no 

trace of blood. Her long black hair turned white in an instant, swaying with the wind. 

She gave off an unprecedentedly destructive aura. 

The aura was so strong even Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai from afar could not help but be startled by 

it. 

“This is…?” Jian Wushuang frowned. 

It was the first time he had seen Leng Ruxue in that form. 

White-haired, grey-eyed, the power to destroy heavens! 

The unique situation was scarier than when Leng Rushuang took over that body and released the sins of 

its past life. 

Kaiser Blood twitched at the sight of Leng Ruxue’s grey pupils. Fear could be seen in Kaiser Blood for the 

first time. 

“The Heavenly Body is indeed a quality worthy of both envy and detest. Rest assured, I will not attack 

you for the sake of your backing. I do not have a death wish, and I have enough Opposing Blood Qi for 

my Opposing Blood Formation anyway,” Kaiser Blood smiled lightly. One could not tell if he was telling 

the truth or not. 

Leng Ruxue gave a cold glance to Kaiser Blood and said nothing. 

“Girl, step aside. I am unable to guarantee your safety if you happen to be within my area of attack,” 

Kaiser Blood. 



Leng Ruxue waved her robe, and just like that her devastating aura was nowhre to be sensed. She was 

now in a further Void, with no intention of meddling in the upcoming formation. 

Kaiser Blood turned around and looked towards Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang. 

“After years of thoughtful planning, have I finally reached the last step?” Kaiser Blood murmured, but 

did not conceal his thoughts. 

Hearing that, Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang’s faces darkened. 

They knew that the Three Emperors World had spent years preparing. The war had been ignited upon 

discovery of it by the Eternal Chaotic World. 

The battle had already sacrificed all the experts under him, even killing his own comrades. He had to 

have a motive. 

Was the motive finally about to be revealed? 

“My body no longer serves its purpose at this stage. Let me show you the real me,” Kaiser Blood 

chuckled as his body turned increasingly transparent, turning into nothingness. 

The Eternal Chaotic World experts were all shocked. 

“Disappeared?” 

“Kaiser Blood’s gone?” 

“What’s happening?” 

Everyone was confused. 

Yet at that moment, boom! 

The earth trembled fiercely, leading to a huge fissure in the already horrendous ground. 

The fissure seemed to be ripped open by hand and widened at an alarming rate. 

Instantly, it became a huge gully. 

Below the gully, a terrifying aura was gradually awakening. 

“This is?” Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai’s faces changed. 

Even they could feel how terrifying the aura was. 

Soon, a figure stepped out of the gully and emerged above the Void. 

“I am restored!” 

“After so many years, finally!” 

“Hahaha~~” 

His frenzied laughter was like rolling thunder. 



The laughter contained an endless violent aura. That alone made countless Eternal Chaotic World 

experts tremble from within. 

Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai had their eyes dead on Lord Fen. 

He was three metres long and had scarlet skin all over like a human-shaped blood figure. 

The blood-human had well-defined muscles and was exuding endless violent aura. 

He had a human skull, but with unique black tattoos all over him. 

He looked extremely terrifying. 

“The tattoos, the figure… it’s a Blood Clan expert!” Emperor Bai’s pupils narrowed. 

“Blood Clan?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

By that moment, Jian Wushuang had already learnt quite a bit regarding the Ancient events. 

The Ancient Era had countless experts. 

Like Seven Star Black Sect. He was a superpower of his time. 

Seven Star Black Sect’s status in the Ancient Era is equivalent to Ancient God Clan amongst the special 

tribes. 

But there were many other forces to be reckoned with other than Seven Star Black Sect. 

For example, the Three Big Holy Lands, Four Big Holy Tribes and Eight Big Holy Sects that collaborated to 

attack Seven Star Black Sect were impressive forces as well. 

Jian Wushuang had heard of the Blood Clan from Jian Yi. 

It was part of the Four Big Holy Tribes, alongside the Ancient Clan. 

They had crowned the Four Big Holy Tribes for their unique and horrifying Bloodline Power. 

Jian Wushuang himself understood how strong Bloodline Power could be, but he had only inherited the 

bloodline – there were many skills he could not perform. 

But even relying solely on the power generated by the Bloodline Power, he had seen a great 

improvement in his powers. 

In front of Jian Wushuang was the real deal – a Blood Clan expert! 

“You are Kaiser Blood?” Emperor Bai stared at the Blood Clan expert. 

The Blood Clan expert calmed himself down and glared at Emperor Bai. “Kaiser Blood? No. I am the 

Blood Emperor, ruler of the Blood Clan. Kaiser Blood was simply a figment of my consciousness.” 

“Consciousness embodiment?” 

“Indeed it is,” Emperor Bai mumbled, but he was not surprised. 

Chapter 2178 Chaotic Divine Demon 



Although easily guessed, Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang’s faces were still extremely dark.Blood 

Emperor, the Emperor of the Blood Clan. 

His status alone was proof of his capabilities. 

Although Jian Wushuang knew there was more than one Blood Emperor, and he may not have been the 

strongest back in the Ancient Era, but without a doubt, he was one of the top experts. 

It could be easily identified by his consciousness embodiment. 

If even his consciousness embodiment was so strong, one could only imagine his true capabilities. 

“Blood Emperor, you sacrificed so many people for you to wake up?” Emperor Bai looked Blood 

Emperor dead in the eye. 

“That’s right,” Blood Emperor smiled. “The battle back then was too intense, I was too weak to carry on. 

So I slept, and with everything I could I conjured a consciousness embodiment, for him to help me 

awaken once more!” 

“For the people that I sacrificed? No more than a group of ants. Not just the normal Cultivators, even 

Lord Fen and Demon King Chen Yu are only ants. Their biggest accomplishment was dying for me.” 

“Ants?” Jian Wushuang’s face darkened. 

“Do you think you are any better?” Emperor Bai said coldly. “Blood Emperor, so what if you have 

awakened? Do not forget, you are no longer in the Ancient Era, your powers are capped at Chaotic 

levels.” 

“Here, I am the ruler!” Emperor Bai’s voice was cold and with endless authority. 

As he finished, Emperor Bai made his move. 

Hong Long Long ~~ The shiny golden armour was still on him, and the golden shadow behind him 

seemed more aggressive. 

As Emperor Bai took his first step, he appeared in front of Blood Emperor and clenched his fist. 

The Void in his palm burst and spread at an alarming rate. 

In an instant, the Void became a spider web spreading across miles, making space rifts everywhere. 

The explosive power in Emperor Bai’s hand, with the help of the amour, burst immediately, like a 

volcano. 

Emperor Bai, the strongest of the era! 

He had demonstrated everything he could. 

But the Blood Emperor simply smiled indifferently at the sight of Emperor Bai’s punch. 

There was a hint of contempt. 

He did not even move. He stretched out his right hand – no, it was just a finger. 



The finger did not perform any secret skill – it just pointed forward casually. 

Under the gaze of countless experts around, the crimson finger collided with Emperor Bai’s fist. 

Boom~ A low voice resonated, spreading divine power in all directions. 

At the very core of the battlefield, under the gaze of countless experts, the finger and fist collided. 

Emperor Bai’s power was enough to turn any opponent to despair. 

But the fist was casually blocked by the Blood Emperor’s single finger. 

Despite having that much power, the Blood Emperor did not move at all. Not even his finger. 

“How could that be?” the surrounding experts gasped in disbelief. 

Even Emperor Bai himself was stunned. 

The Blood Emperor laughed sinisterly. Amid the laughter, a large crimson fog charged towards Emperor 

Bai. 

The mist covered everything, instantly surrounding Emperor Bai. 

In the crimson fog, a crimson palm appeared. 

The crimson palm seemed to have torn through the Void, arriving directly from the Ancient Era. 

The moment it appeared, the experts around glared at it in horror. 

“That power…” even Jian Wushuang was surprised. 

He could tell that the crimson palm had completely overpowered Great Emperors. 

That level of power, no Great Emperor could ever possess it. 

Peng! 

The crimson palm went head-on with Emperor Bai’s fist. 

“Hngh!” Emperor Bai let out a hum. Blood was streaming from the corner of his lips, himself being 

forced to retreat. 

After regaining his footing, Emperor Bai stood up once again, his aura returning to pinnacle levels. 

“Interesting, I obviously did damage to you, but you managed to recover almost instantly. I’m getting 

more and more curious about your Inverse Cultivation,” Blood Emperor laughed casually. 

Inverse Cultivation allowed one to reach perfect chaotic holy body once the seventh step had been 

achieved. As long as there was Divine Power, they could recover instantly using Divine Power, regardless 

of the severity of injury. 

That was the power of Inverse Cultivation. 

“Your powers…” Emperor Bai started at the Blood Emperor. 

Jian Wushuang and all the experts of the Eternal Chaotic World stared at the Blood Emperor. 



“You must be confused, how do I perform powers beyond Chaotic Realm levels despite the restrictions 

on this grounds?” the Blood Emperor laughed sinisterly, looking at Emperor Bai, Jian Wushuang and the 

rest. It was like a cat playing with a mouse. 

“Is it due to that Opposing Blood Formation?” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Haha, smart,” Blood Emperor smiled. “You really thought the Opposing Blood Formation I spent so 

many years preparing for was only to wake me up?” 

“You underestimate me. The true usefulness of the formation is for me to override the restrictions!” 

“Even though the formation has only covered the Three Emperors World, and the Blood Qi only helps to 

control the restrictions by a bit, it already gives me that little bit of leverage I need against you.” 

“Now, I am not at peak Chaotic Realm levels. I am… the Chaotic Divine Demon!” 

“Chaotic Divine Demon!” 

Those simple words were enough to shock Emperor Bai, Jian Wushuang and others who realised what 

that meant. 

In the Ancient Era, there were so many experts of Chaotic Realm levels, they were not really considered 

experts. 

At the pinnacle Ancient Era, there were many experts beyond Chaotic Realm levels. 

Above it, was the Chaotic Divine Demon! 

Chapter 2179 Power Suffocates 

“A Chaotic Divine Demon!” Emperor Bai watched Blood Emperor, his face cloudy and uncertain.As the 

strongest expert in that era, he knew the most about the Ancient Era. 

So he was well aware of the almost insurmountable gap between the Chaotic Divine Demon and the 

Chaotic Realm. 

If it was a normal Chaotic Divine Demon, Emperor Bai could have fought it out with his seventh step 

Inverse Cultivation and other tricks up his sleeve. But Blood Emperor was the strongest of his Ancient 

Era. 

The fact that he could still exert Chaotic Divine Demon level powers meant that he should have been 

pretty formidable amongst other Chaotic Divine Demons. 

“The Opposing Blood Formation the Blood Emperor can override the restrictions? Crap.” Emperor Bai 

was in despair. 

The Blood Emperor teased and said, “Chaotic Divine Demon levels are nothing when compared to my 

full power, but it’s more than enough to eradicate all of you. Next up, I’m going to kill you all one by one 

and find a way to get my formation to cover your Eternal Chaotic World and kill every single Cultivator 

there is. With that level of Blood Qi, I should be able to restore my true powers.” 

They could not help but recall the scene of the death of countless Three Emperors World Cultivators. 



If that happened at the Eternal Chaotic World… 

“Asshole!” Emperor Bai’s eyes were bloodshot. 

“He must die, regardless of the cost!” Jian Wushuang was determined. 

. 

“Haha, it is you all that will die,” Blood Emperor laughed heartily and made his move. 

Before he had simply stood there countering Emperor Bai’s attack, and even that had hurt Emperor Bai. 

But now, the Blood Emperor had taken the initiative. 

He was like a ghost, disappearing in front of the eyes of many. 

Even Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai could not find him with their Soul Power. 

The next moment, Blood Emperor reappeared, but he was not going for Emperor Bai. He was going for 

Jian Wushuang. 

He appeared right in front of Jian Wushuang. 

“You sabotaged so many of my plans previously. You will be the first to die,” Blood Emperor looked at 

Jian Wushuang coldly. 

“Watch out!” Emperor Bai hurriedly roared. 

“Hm?” Jian Wushuang’s face sunk, and immediately large amounts of Divine Power could be seen 

emerging from him. 

Xiu! 

Xiu! 

Xiu! 

Xiu! 

Xiu! 

Xiu! 

Xiu! 

Seven golden streaks burst out and went straight for the Blood Emperor. 

“Hong Jun Golden Swords?” 

If you perform the second form, perhaps that would pose a threat, but only the first form? Only seven 

streaks? That’s nothing,” The Blood Emperor dismissively waved his finger. 

The seven Hong Jun Golden Swords seemed to be devastated simultaneously and flew out at faster 

speeds. Even the golden shimmer on the swords faded. 



Soon, a boundless crimson fog swept directly from the Blood Emperor and surrounded Jian Wushuang. 

Within the crimson fog, streaks of red flowing light came from nowhere and flew straight towards Jian 

Wushuang like spikes. 

The dense red flowing light was amazingly fast. Jian Wushuang waved his Blood Mountain Sword and 

performed his Mixed Elements Spirit swordsmanship, in a desperate attempt to resist. 

But he could only block some of it. Others struck his divine body directly. 

His body had the Five Gem Armor and Immemorial Celestial Body protecting him. 

Normal attacks, even from a Third Stage Great Emperor, would not create much damage. 

But the streaks of red blood-like flowing light, each streak of light containing the power of a peak Third 

Stage Great Emperor, was too much for Jian Wushuang. 

At least a hundred streaks of light hit him directly. Even Jian Wushuang could not resist. 

Instantly, Jian Wushuang’s divine body started to collapse. 

The crimson fog covering Jian Wushuang dissipated as well. 

The many Eternal Chaotic World experts all stared at the Void in horror. 

The Void was empty, no one was there anymore. Only some divine power aura remained. 

“Sword Emperor…” 

“Is he dead?” 

“How is that possible?” 

All the Eternal Chaotic World experts could not believe their eyes. 

The Sword Emperor was second to Emperor Bai in the Eternal Chaotic World. 

Jian Wushuang was a legend to them. 

His growth and rise were astonishing. 

The previous clashes with the Three Emperors World had all been blocked by Jian Wushuang. Their 

respect and fear for Jian Wushuang were no less than Emperor Bai. 

Such an existence was instantly wiped out by the Blood Emperor? 

That level of strength was simply suffocating! 

But was Jian Wushuang really dead? 

“Something’s not right!” An exclamation was made by someone. 

They immediately looked towards the Void. The originally empty Void now had a large concentration of 

Divine Power within it. 



In a moment, that figure appeared again in front of everyone. It was Jian Wushuang. 

His body reformed once again, his aura still intact. 

Xiu! 

Once he had finished reforming, he immediately retreated, getting some distance from the Blood 

Emperor. 

“This Blood Emperor is so strong!” Even Jian Wushuang had a trace of a tremor in his heart at that 

moment. 

He was indeed too strong, simply suffocating. 

Even with his divine body, he had been obliterated in an instant without any room for struggle. 

Even though he had managed to recover with the help of his Perfect Chaotic Holy Body, he had already 

consumed thirty per cent of his Divine Power. 

Reaching the second part of his seventh step Inverse Cultivation had allowed his Divine Powers to be 

stronger than ever before. Even if his body collapsed in an attack, his Divine Power would sustain him 

for about seven or eight recoveries, but being struck by the Blood Emperor had cost him thirty per cent 

of his Divine Power. 

Meaning to say, his divine body could only last two more hits. 

Of course, he still had the Seven Treasure Divine Elixir Emperor Bai passed to him. He had not found any 

use of it till now. 

The Seven Treasure Divine Elixir would allow his Divine Body to recover a few more times. 

Chapter 2180 Emperor Bai and the Blood Emperor 

Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang stood side by side in the middle of the battlefield.The Blood Emperor 

stood not far away, arms crossed. 

There was a trace of surprise on his ferocious face. “I had completely destroyed his Holy Body, but he 

recovered all the same. Interesting, this Inverse Cultivation of yours.” 

Emperor Bai and Jian Wushuang had their serious faces on. 

It was no understatement to call them immortal after having obtained the Perfect Chaotic Holy Body via 

the seventh Inverse Cultivation step. Under normal circumstances, Jian Wushuang and Emperor Bai 

would never have exposed their powers, but now their hands had been forced. 

“Jian Wushuang, this is not a battle you can win. Step to one side,” Emperor Bai said. 

Jian Wushuang flinched, but he could do nothing. 

It was true, Blood Emperor was too strong for him. 

If not for his Perfect Chaotic Holy Body, he would have died. 

“Emperor Bai, can you face him alone?” Jian Wushuang asked. 



“I don’t know, but I have to try,” Emperor Bai replied solemnly. 

Jian Wushuang frowned but said no more, and retreated to the nearby Void. 

“So, you intend to fight me alone? You? Are you even worthy of fighting against me?” Blood Emperor 

laughed. 

Emperor Bai said nothing, but the golden armour on him shined more brilliantly than normal. At the 

same time, a unique power swept out of his body, covering him. 

The power was Star Power! 

Emperor Bai had practised Secret Skills of Star Palace as well. 

The Secret Skills of Star Palace is one of his strongest trump cards, and he intended to use it directly. 

“Hngh!” A sneer was made, and Emperor Bai made his move once again with the help of Star Power. 

The gigantic golden shadow behind him started glowing – a large fist was raised, instantly becoming a 

golden sun. 

The golden sun was dazzling, glaring. 

Everyone’s gaze could not help but be attracted by it. 

Blood Emperor looked up as well and squinted slightly. 

“Seven Star Black Sect? Secret Skill of Seven Star?” 

“Haha, it is a good secret skill. But you lack the ability. You will only multiply your powers by reading the 

first script, what would that do to me?” Blood Emperor had a hint of contempt in his words. 

He gave a direct slam. 

The slam was followed by an ancient bell resonating around. 

A gigantic crimson Divine Demon appeared out of thin air, different to his consciousness embodiment. 

The Divine Demon had completely formed, and destructive aura way beyond Chaotic Realm levels could 

be easily felt. 

The huge palm smacked. 

It smacked against the golden sun. 

Peng! 

With a loud bang, everything fell quiet. 

Endless power stirred the heavens and earth, forming a storm of Divine Power like never seen before. 

The storm swept everything around it. Jian Wushuang and the other Eternal Chaotic World experts had 

retreated far from the battlefield, yet the storm was so strong that they could barely open their eyes. 

At the core of the storm of Divine Power. 



Emperor Bai’s face was awfully white. Once again, he held onto brutal power in his hands. 

Instantly, another giant golden sun was formed. 

Punch after punch formed golden suns, bombarding the enemy like mad, each punch enough to destroy 

a Great Emperor. 

Yet Blood Emperor was still not taking it seriously. Now, he used both palms. 

Each of his palms, like enormous crimson mountains, blocked the golden suns entirely. 

Within a breath, Emperor Bai and Blood Emperor collided about ten times. 

Xiu! Xiu! 

Emperor Bai burst back into retreat, whereas Blood Emperor took a step back as well. 

“You made me move?” Blood Emperor looked at Emperor Bai once again and smiled coldly. 

“Guess I need to take you a bit more seriously.” 

Saying that he flipped his palm, and a demonic crimson spear appeared in his hands. 

The spear exluded terror itself. 

The density of its aura was stronger than any divine weapon Jian Wushuang had ever come across. 

Without a doubt, the spear meant death! 

The Blood Emperor had never used a divine weapon, even as his consciousness embodiment. 

Now, he took out his crimson spear. 

“Come, Emperor Bai, let’s try this again.” Blood Emperor smiled faintly and threw out his spear at 

lightning-speeds towards Emperor Bai. 

It looked normal, the spear. 

But the moment he thrust out, a large crimson vortex appeared out of nowhere, swallowing everything 

in its path. Even a good Great Emperor would be devoured in an instant against such a vortex. 

Emperor Bai used both of his hands. 

Wong! 

Another large golden sun appeared out of thin air once again. 

Regardless of size or presence, the golden sun was much stronger than ever before. 

The collision between the golden sun and the crimson blade was not as dramatic as expected. Only the 

sounds of dense forces being pushed around. 

Emperor Bai’s face suddenly darkened. A terrifying force passed through his arm, causing him to retreat. 



“Haha!” The Blood Emperor was not affected at all and went straight for Emperor Bai. His crimson spear 

did not stop. 

Each thrust was fast beyond imagination. 

No one around could catch up with that speed. 

The crimson spears kept coming. It was hard for Emperor Bai to defend while retreating, a complete 

mess. 

Not long after, his body was stabbed several times. 

Though the holes were soon repaired, Emperor Bai was indeed being suppressed. 

“After the Secret Skills of Star Palace, increasing his powers tenfold, Emperor Bai is still being 

suppressed?” Jian Wushuang and the other Eternal Chaotic World experts were in dismay. 

 


